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Linguistic Typology



Constituent Order

Quoting Wikipedia... 
 
SOV is the order used by the largest number of distinct 
languages... [including] Japanese, Korean, Mongolian, Turkish...  
"She him loves." 
SVO languages include English, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-
Croatian, the Chinese languages and Swahili, among others.  
"She loves him."

German word order example: 
Clause 1: Ich/I werde/will Ihnen/to you die/the entsprechenden/
corresponding Anmerkungen/comments aushaendigen/pass on  
Clause 2: damit/so that Sie/you das/them eventuell/perhaps bei/
in der/the Abstimmung/vote uebernehmen/adopt koennen/can  

German example from Collins et al., 2005, "Clause Restructuring for Statistical Machine Translation"



Aside: Pre-Ordering for Statistical Machine Translation

2010-2016 Google Translate used a pipeline involving syntactic 
parser for many language pairs (starting with en-ja):

Genzel, 2010, "Automatically Learning Source-side Reordering Rules for Large Scale Machine Translation"
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Aside: Pre-Ordering for Statistical Machine Translation

2010-2016 Google Translate used a pipeline involving syntactic 
parser for many language pairs (starting with en-ja):

source parsed source reordered source target

Lerner & Petrov, 2013, "Automatically Learning Source-side Reordering Rules for Large Scale Machine Translation"

(Genzel, 2010): hand-crafted rules transform a dependency parse 
(Lerner & Petrov, 2013): classifier permutes a phrase structure parse 
• 1-step: predict a permutation for the children of each node 
• 2-step: first predict whether each child should be placed before or  
        after the head constituent, then permute each side. 
        



Free Word Order and Syntactic Structure

In Russian, "The dog sees the cat" can be translated as: 
Sobaka vidit koshku  
Sobaka koshku vidit  
Vidit sobaka koshku 
Vidit koshku sobaka 
Koshku vidit sobaka 
Koshku sobaka vidit

"You have a good horse" 
(literally, "A good horse is with you")

good with you horse

"within two minutes"

Examples from Covington, 1990, "A Dependency Parser for Variable Word Order Languages"



Language Families

https://www.angmohdan.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/FullTree.jpg



Illustration by Minna Sundberg 



Morphology



Morphological Variation

Morphology: how words are formed 
Derivational morphology: constructing new lexemes 
•estrange (v) => estrangement (n) 
•become (v) => unbecoming (adj) 
Inflectional morphology: build surface forms of a lexeme

Examples from Greg Durrett



Noun Declension

‣ Nomina$ve: I/he/she, accusa$ve: me/him/her, geni$ve: mine/his/hers

I give the children a book <=> Ich gebe                        ein Buch

I taught the children <=> Ich unterrichte die Kinder

‣ Da$ve: merged with accusa$ve in English, shows recipient of something

den Kindern

Examples from Greg Durrett



Agglutinative Languages

Finnish/Hungarian (Finno-Ugric), and Turkish: what a preposition 
would do in English is instead part of the verb

Examples from Greg Durrett

illa$ve: “into” adessive: “on”

halata: “hug”



Writing Systems



Characteristics of Scripts

Cyrillic, Arabic, and Roman alphabets are (mostly) phonetic. 
•The Serbian language is commonly written in both Gaj's Latin 
and Serbian Cyrillic scripts. 

•Urdu and Hindi are (mostly) mutually intelligible, but Urdu is 
written in Arabic script, while Hindi is written in Devanagari. 

•Arabic can be written with short vowels and consonant length 
annotated by diacritics (accents and such), but these are 
typically omitted in printed text. 

•The Korean writing system builds syllabic blocks out of 
phonetics glyphs. 

In logographic writing systems (e.g., Chinese), glyphs represent 
words or morphemes. 
•Japanese script uses adopted Chinese characters (Kanji) 
alongside syllabic scripts (Hiragana for ordinary words & 
Katakana for loan words).



Transliteration

Transliteration is the process of rendering phrases (typically 
proper names or scientific terminology) in another script. 
•Rule-based systems are effective in some cases. 
•When English names are transliterated into Chinese, the choice 
of characters is often based on both phonetic similarity and 
meaning: E.g., "Yosemite" is often transliterated as 优⼭山美地 
Yōushānměidì (excellent, mountain, beautiful, land). 

•A word's language of origin can affect its transliteration.

Roman Grundkiewicz, Kenneth Heafield, 2018, "Neural Machine Translation Techniques for Named Entity Transliteration"



Multilingual Neural Machine Translations



Translation quality improvement of a single massively 
multilingual model as we increase the capacity (number of 

parameters) compared to 103 individual bilingual baselines.
https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/10/exploring-massively-multilingual.html



First Large-Scale Massively Multilingual Experiment

Trained on Google-internal corpora for 103 languages. 
1M or fewer sentence pairs per language; 95M examples total. 
Evaluated on "10 languages from different typological families: 
Semitic – Arabic (Ar), Hebrew (He), Romance – Galician (Gl), 
Italian (It), Romanian (Ro), Germanic – German (De), Dutch (Nl), 
Slavic – Belarusian (Be), Slovak (Sk) and Turkic – Azerbaijani 
(Az) and Turk- ish (Tr)." 
Model architecture: Sequence-to-sequence Transformer with a 
target-language indicator token prepended to each source 
sentence to enable multiple output languages. 
•6 layer encoder & decoder; 1024/8192 layer sizes; 16 heads 
•473 million trainable model parameters 
•64k subwords shared across 103 languages 
Baseline: Same model architecture trained on bilingual examples.

Roee Aharoni, Melvin Johnson, Orhan Firat, 2019, "Massively Multilingual Neural Machine Translation"
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Full-Scale Massively Multilingual Experiment

25 billion parallel sentences in 103 languages. 

Arivazhagan, Bapna, Firat, et al. (2019) "Massively Multilingual Neural Machine Translation in the Wild: Findings and Challenges"



Full-Scale Massively Multilingual Experiment

25 billion parallel sentences in 103 languages. 
Baselines: Bilingual Transformer Big w/ 32k Vocab (~375M params) 
for most languages; Transformer Base for low-resource languages. 
Evaluation: Constructed multi-way dataset of 3k-5k translated 
English sentences.

Arivazhagan, Bapna, Firat, et al. (2019) "Massively Multilingual Neural Machine Translation in the Wild: Findings and Challenges"

"Performance on individual language pairs is reported using dots 
and a trailing average is used to show the trend."



Full-Scale Massively Multilingual Experiment
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Identifying Language Families



Clustering Language Representations

Measuring similarity between two languages X and Y: 
•Translate 3k English sentences to both X and Y. 
•For each sentence i, encode both its translation Xi and Yi. 
•Summarize all encoder activations as a low rank vector (SVD). 
•Learn linear projections from encoded Xi and encoded Yi to a 
shared space in which they are close together (CCA). 

•Measure the mean correlation coefficient between projections.  
•Result: Similarity matrix with an entry for each language pair. 
•Visualization: Reduce each column to a position on a plane 
(Spectral Embedding). 

Kudugunta et al., 2019, "Investigating Multilingual NMT Representations at Scale"





Slavic Language Family

Serbian; 
Cyrillic 
script

Croatian; 
Roman script


